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High-spin collective structures in 178Pt
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Collective structures in178Pt have been investigated withg-ray spectroscopic techniques following mass
selection. The present data expand considerably the level scheme of this nucleus. A new collective structure
has been identified and the known bands have been extended to higher spins. Firm spin and parity assignments
have been made to many levels. Of particular interest are the negative parity bands which are interpreted in
terms of structures associated with octupole vibrations crossed at moderate spin by two-quasiparticle excita-
tions. The systematics of thea-decay reduced widths in Pt nuclei has also been investigated. The differences
of a factor of about 2 between the widths for the odd- and the even-A isotopes is attributed to changes in
neutron pairing associated with the blocking effect. The trend is reproduced in calculations based on the
Lipkin-Nogami pairing model.

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Re, 23.20.Lv, 27.70.1q, 21.10.Tg
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite their close proximity to theZ582 shell closure,
the Pt (Z578) nuclei of theA;180 region are characterize
by level structures associated with prolate, oblate, and
axial deformations. In these nuclei, excitations based on
intruder orbitals have received considerable attention
cause of their ability to affect the nuclear shape. In particu
it has been shown that the prolate minimum is associa
with multi-particle-hole excitations across theZ582 shell
gap involving theh9/2, f 7/2, andi 13/2 proton intruder orbitals
@1,2#. While in the Os (Z576) nuclei the quadrupole defor
mation is approximately constant over a wide range of i
topes, there is evidence in the Hg (Z580) isotopes that
structures built upon specific intruder orbitals impact t
nuclear shape significantly. Specifically, Maet al. @3# have
shown in 186Hg that the occupation of the 1/21@651# (g9/2)
and 1/22@770# ( j 15/2) neutron orbitals drives the nucleus t
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wards a prolate deformation value ofb2;0.35 which is in-
termediate between those associated with the normally
formed (b2;0.25) @3# and the superdeformed (b2;0.50)
@4# minima. It has been shown recently that proton exci
tions involving the 1/21@660# ( i 13/2) and 1/22@541#(h9/2)
orbitals also have a shape driving effect on collective str
tures in 178Hg @5# and 180Hg @6#. Furthermore, mean-field
calculations by Nazarewicz@7# with a Woods-Saxon poten
tial predict that, for neutron numberN,98, the prolate mini-
mum evolves fromb2;0.25 towards larger deformations o
b2;0.50–0.56, but the excitation energy for this minimu
rises to approximately 3.5 MeV. In addition to the sha
coexistence phenomena, nuclei in this region also exhib
variety of other collective and quasiparticle excitations. F
example, excited negative parity bands, consisting of c
cades of stretched quadrupole transitions, have been dis
ered near the yrast line of many even-even Os, Pt, and
nuclei @3,5,6,8–16#. At low spin their configurations are usu
ally associated with an octupole vibration@5,6,8,9,11,12,14#,
although an interpretation in terms of quasiparticle exc
tions has also been proposed@10,15#.

In this general context the study of Pt nuclei is worthwh
as it is likely to add information on the relative importance
various orbitals for the collective excitations in this ma
region.

This paper presents new data on the neutron-defic
178Pt (N5100) nucleus obtained as a by-product of an e
periment investigating the structure of178Hg @5#. As one

-
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TABLE I. a decay properties of the178Pt ground state.

Nucleus Ji
p Jf

p present previous@22#

Ea (keV) I a (%) T1/2,a (s) Ea (keV) I a (%) T1/2,a (s) ba (%)

178Pt 01 01 5447~4! 96.5~29! 20~1! 5446~3! 94.9~24! 21.1~6! 7.46~28!a

21 5289~8! 3.5~4! 5291~4! 5.1~24!

aThe a-decay branchba is taken as a weighted average of the values given in Refs.@29,30#.
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approaches the proton drip line, it becomes increasingly
ficult to produce states of high spin and excitation energy
nuclei by using conventional heavy-ion fusion reactions o
ing to severe competition from fission and charged part
emission. Furthermore, the remaining evaporation-resi
cross section is fragmented over many channels, thus re
ing sensitive detection techniques to select the nucleu
interest. This was achieved here by using the promptg-ray
coincidence technique following mass selection, as wel
the recoil-decay tagging technique@17#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA
REDUCTION

A. The experiment

Excited states in 178Pt were populated with the
103Rh(78Kr,3p) reaction using 350-MeV beams provided b
the ATLAS superconducting linear accelerator at the A
gonne National Laboratory. The experimental method
similar to that described in Ref.@18#. Specifically, the targe
consisted of a 480mg/cm2 self-supporting foil. Promptg
rays were detected with the Gammasphere array@19#, con-
sisting, for this experiment, of 101 large volume esca
suppressed Ge detectors arranged in 16 rings locate
angles u531.7 °, 37.4 °, 50.1 °, 58.3 °, 69.8 °, 79.2
80.7 °, 90.0 °, 99.3 °, 100.8 °, 110.2 °, 121.7 °, 129.9
142.6 °, 148.3 °, and 162.7 ° relative to the beam directi
The recoiling products were passed through the Argo
fragment mass analyzer~FMA! @20# and were dispersed ac
cording to their mass-to-charge (m/q) ratio. A position-
sensitive parallel grid avalance counter~PGAC!, located at
the focal plane, provided them/q information as well as time
of arrival and energy-loss signals of the evaporation resid
The recoiling nuclei were subsequently implanted into
40340 strips (40 mm340 mm, ;60 mm thick!,
double-sided silicon strip detector~DSSD! located 40 cm
behind the PGAC. The DSSD events were also time-stam
using a 48-bit, 1 MHz latching clock. An efficient time co
relation was achieved between implanted recoils, subseq
a decays and the preceding promptg-ray flash.

B. Data reduction

To isolate the 178Pt residues and the correspondi
prompt g rays from the dominating background contrib
tions originating from scattered beam, fission products
deexcitations in neighboring isotopes, coincidence ga
were placed in the off-line analysis on~i! the time of flight of
the evaporation residues from the target to the focal pla
~ii ! the PGAC positions corresponding to three charge st
04432
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(q531, 32, and 33! of ions with the appropriateA5178
mass focus~iii ! the two-dimensional histogram of the energ
of recoils measured in the DSSD vs the time of flight fro
the PGAC to the DSSD. These conditions were applied
every sorting of the data. A total of 1.43108 coincidence
events were written to tape either when two or more Ga
masphere detectors fired in coincidence with the PG
and/or DSSD counters, or when a charged-particle decay
detected in the DSSD. About 2.73106 of these events in-
cluded correlations betweeng rays detected at the target po
sition and fusion-evaporation residues measured in
PGAC ~recoil-g events!, and approximately 9.33105 events
included an additional correlation within a pixel of the DSS
between an implanted residue and its subsequenta decay
~implant-a-decay events!. Approximately 60% of all the
mass selected events were associated with178Pt.

1. Recoil-g-g and recoil-g-g-g events

The g-ray data were sorted intoEg-Eg and Eg-Eg-Eg
histograms of coincidence events occurring within a 100
time window. Since theg-ray emission occurs when the re
coiling nuclei are in flight (v/c;4%), theg-ray energies
were corrected for the Doppler shift. To reduce the interf
ence from Coulomb excitation~random coincidences! only
events where more than four detectors fired in prompt co
cidence were used in the construction of histograms. Ba
ground subtracted spectra were then produced for each
ticular cascade and were examined with theRADWARE @21#
interactive software package in order to construct the le
scheme. To enhance the178Pt g rays from those produced
by otherA5178 residues, an additionalg-g coincidence ma-
trix gated by the characteristic178Pt a line of Ea
55446 keV @22# was created. Due to the weaka branch
~see Table I!, the statistics of the resultingg-ray spectra were
not sufficient to obtain reliable coincidence informatio
Nevertheless, most of theg rays assigned to178Pt were iden-
tified in the total projection of this matrix, hereby confirmin
the isotopic assignment.

2. g-ray angular distributions and anisotropies

Angular distributions were obtained by projecting spec
corresponding tog rays detected in a specific ring of dete
tors in Gammasphere. From these spectra the intensitie
the strongestg rays were measured and then fitted with t
usual expression

W~u!511A2P2~cosu!1A4P4~cosu!, ~1!

whereA2 andA4 are the angular distribution coefficients~the
normalization factorA0 has been omitted for simplicity! and
3-2
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HIGH-SPIN COLLECTIVE STRUCTURES IN178Pt PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 044323
Pl(cosu) are the Legendre polynomial functions. The lim
ited angular distribution information was extended further
extracting the anisotropy ratioR defined as the intensity rati
of transitions observed at the 31.7 °~and the equivalen
148.3 °) and 37.4 ° (142.6 °) detector rings to those
tected at the 79.2 ° (100.8 °), 80.7 ° (99.3 °), and 90.
rings of detectors. In general, values greater than unity in
cate a stretched quadrupole or mixedM1/E2, DJ51 tran-
sition with a positive sign for the mixing ratio,d. Values of
R,1 are associated with a pure dipole or mix
M1/E2, DJ51 transition withd,0. These assignment
were checked with a number of transitions of known mu
polarity in the neighboring177Pt nucleus@23#, populated via
the 3pn channel in the present experiment. For exampleR
50.34(6) and 1.20~4! values were deduced for the 176.2 a
473.0 keVg rays in 177Pt, which were reported in Ref.@23#
to have mixed M1/E2 @A2520.54(11)# and E2 @A2
50.18(5)# multipolarities, respectively.

3. Recoil-EaÀDta events

A two dimentional histogram with the energies of the fi
generationa decaysEa on one axis and the difference b
tween the implantation anda-decay timesDta on the other
was constructed after matching the individual energy sign
of all DSSD strips. Energy spectra gated on different regi
of the time axis were then constructed and used to deduce
a-decay energies and intensities. The selection of spe
time regions significantly reduced the complexity of t
a-energy spectra as well as the background due to ran
coincidence events. Time spectra were generated for eaa
line and used to determine the half-life of the emitting sta
using the least-square fitting method@24#.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Previous studies

The a decay of the178Pt ground state has been studi
previously by several authors~see for example Ref.@22#, and
references therein!. TheJp521 state at 170 keV as well a
the excited 01 state at 422 keV~not observed in the presen
data! were populated in thea decay of 182Hg @25,26#. The
b1/(EC)-decay work of Davidsonet al. @27# extended the
178Pt level scheme up to a moderate spin of 9\. Using the
144Sm(37Cl,p2n) reaction, Dracouliset al. @28# reported the
first in-beam measurements. These authors identified
ground state band up to 181 and measured the level lifetime
in this band up to 81, excluding the 21 state. Recently,
Soramelet al. @13# confirmed the observations of Ref.@28#
by using the 142Nd(46Ti,2a2n) reaction. In addition, they
reported a new band which was tentatively assigned
spins and negative parity.

B. a-decay measurements

Figure 1~a! presents ana-energy spectrum correlated wit
A5178 residues within the time interval of 20 to 60 s fo
lowing an implantation into the same DSSD pixel. As su
marized in Table I, the data confirm the previously repor
04432
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lines connecting the178Pt ground state with the 01 and 21

levels of the 174Os daughter nucleus. Using the time spe
trum produced by gating on the 5447 keV line@Fig. 1~b!#, a
half-life of 20~1! s was obtained for the178Pt ground state, in
agreement with values reported previously@22#. However,
due to the limited statistics, it was not possible to obta
reliable lifetime information for the 5289 keV line.

C. Level scheme construction

The level scheme of178Pt deduced from the present stud
is shown in Fig. 2. The assignment ofg rays is based on the
observed correlation with the characteristicEa55447 keV
line and on measured coincidence relationships with pre
ously known transitions in178Pt @13,28#, and with the char-
acteristic Pt x rays. Theg rays assigned to178Pt are listed in
Table II together with their intensities, angular distributio
and anisotropy coefficients, and proposed multipolariti
Some relativeg-ray intensities were obtained from the tot
projection of the recoil-g-g matrix, others were extracte
from coincidence projections after appropriate normali
tion. Although angular correlations could affect the me
sured intensities~at a;10% level!, no corrections were ap
plied.

The spin and parity assignments are based mainly on
angular distribution and anisotropy information. The pres
measurements were not sensitive to the identification of
meric states because the residues fly out of the focus of G
masphere into the FMA. Hence, onlyE1, M1, andE2 mul-
tipolarities were considered. In addition,g-ray intensity
balances were used to deduce the total internal-conver
coefficientsaT for transitions with energy below about 20
keV. In this way it was possible to distinguish betweenE1,
M1, andE2 transitions. Several of the assignments are t
tative. These are indicated under parenthesis in Fig. 2 an
Table II. Furthermore, additional arguments such as the r
tive population of levels within a given band, the absence
certain transitions and the band structure itself have b
used to remove possible ambiguities.

FIG. 1. ~a! a energy spectrum measured within the time interv
of 20 up to 60 s after the implantation of a recoil withA5178 in the
DSSD. ~b! Time spectrum produced by gating on theEa

55447 keV line.
3-3
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FIG. 2. Level scheme of178Pt deduced from
this work. Tentative placements are indicated
dashed lines. Tentative spin-parity assignme
are given in brackets.
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1. Band 1

A sample spectrum showing theg rays in coincidence
with the 483.0, 547.7, 604.6, 645.6, and 650.9 keV tran
tions above the 81 level of the ground state band is pr
sented in Fig. 3~a!. Compared to previous work@13,28#, this
band is extended in spin up to 221 ~tentatively 241). The
angular distribution and anisotropy information is consist
with a stretched quadrupole character for all in-bandg rays
up to the 161 state. In addition, the intensity balance at t
21 level yields aT50.65(5) for the 170.3 keV transition
This can be compared with expected values of 0.67 forE2,
1.65 for M1, and 0.11 forE1 multipolarities@31#. It should
be noted that in the level scheme of Ref.@13#, the 101

→81 in-band transition is labeled as 428 keV, compared
values of 483.0 and 482.0 keV reported in the current w
and in that of Ref.@28#, respectively.

2. Band 2

A coincidence spectrum showingg rays associated with
band 2 is presented in Fig. 3~b!. Compared to the work o
Soramelet al. @13#, this sequence is extended in spin up
232 ~tentatively 252). It is worth noting that the 562.7~3!
keV energy of the 172→152 in-band transition differs from
04432
i-

t

o
k

that given in Ref.@13# as 570.0~5! keV. Three new interband
transitions of 476.4, 1047.9, and 1147.1 keV have also b
added~Fig. 2!. The states at 1573.1, 1814.6, and 2137.7 k
were also reported by Davidsonet al. @27#, but the 241.5,
476.4, and 1047.9 keV transitions were not placed in th
level scheme.

This band is assigned odd spins and negative parity on
basis of a number of arguments. The angular distribut
coefficients for the 636.3 keVg ray ~Table II! support a
dipole character and are incompatible with aJ→J possibility
for the full range of the quadrupole/dipole mixing ratio@32#.
A possibleJ→J-1 assignment, leading to 92(91) for the
1814.6 keV level, would imply that the 1047.9 keVg ray,
which connects this state with the 61 level of the ground
state band, has anE3 (M3) multipolarity. Given the mea-
sured branching ratios for decays from the 1814.6 keV le
~Table I! and the Weisskopf partial lifetime estimate for th
1047.9 keVg ray, one would then expect a half-life of abo
60 ns (;6 ms) for this level, which contradicts the prese
observations. Thus, the 636.3 keVg ray must correspond to
a J→J11 transition and, hence,J57 is assigned to the
1814.6 keV state. A negative parity is favored given t
measured branching ratios for the 1573.1 and 1814.6
3-4
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TABLE II. Excitation energies, spins, parities,g-ray energies, intensities, angular distribution coefficie
and anisotropies for structures assigned to178Pt.

Ex (keV) Ji
p (\) Eg (keV)a I g (rel.)b A2 /A0 A4 /A0 Rc Assignment

Band 1
170.3 21 170.3 730~30! 0.20~4! 0.08~5! 1.2~1! E2
427.4 41 257.1 1000~40! 0.12~4! -0.03~5! 1.2~1! E2
765.1 61 337.7 915~52! 0.12~6! 0.03~7! 1.1~1! E2
1178.3 81 413.2 709~64! 0.36~5! 0.13~5! 1.4~1! E2
1661.3 101 483.0 471~35! 0.28~6! -0.09~7! 1.3~1! E2
2209.0 121 547.7 300~30! 0.30~6! 0.02~7! 1.4~1! E2
2813.6 141 604.6 161~25! 0.23~11! -0.12~12! 1.2~2! E2
3459.2 161 645.6 107~20! 0.24~8! 0.04~10! 1.1~2! E2
4110.1 (181) 650.9 40~6! (E2)
4753.7 (201) 643.6 ,10 (E2)
5430.4 (221) 676.7 ,10 (E2)
6159.4 (221) ~729! ,10 (E2)
Band 2
1573.1 52 808.0 24~4! (E1)

1147.1 18~3! (E1)
1814.6 72 636.3 75~7! -0.17~9! 0.07~12! 0.6~1! E1

241.5 20~4! 1.2~2! E2
1047.9 14~3! (E1)

2137.7 92 476.4 53~9! (E1)
323.1 98~13! 0.21~12! -0.03~14! 1.3~1! E2

2534.4 112 396.7d 101~12! 0.16~4! -0.06~6! 1.2~2! E2
2996.1 132 461.7 92~20! 0.30~11! -0.10~12! 1.4~2! E2
3514.6 152 518.5 69~16! 1.4~2! E2
4077.3 (172) 562.7 40~8! (E2)
4665.0 (192) 587.7 23~5! 1.4~3! E2
5282.6 (212) 617.6 ,10 (E2)
5928.2 (232) 645.6 ,10 (E2)
6601.2 (252) ~673! ,10 (E2)
Band 3
1809.9 (62) 1044.8 43~8! (E1)
2118.7 (82) 940.4 51~7! (E1)

308.8 24~4! 1.1~2! E2
2495.8 (102) 377.1 48~7! 1.3~2! E2

834.6 10~4! (E2)
2925.0 (122) 429.2 40~8! 1.3~2! E2
3408.0 (142) ~483! ,10 (E2)
other levels
1345.7 918.3 42~8!

2029.6 1264.5 39~9!

aEnergies are accurate to within 0.1-0.2 keV for the strong transitions. For other transitions the unce
may rise up to 0.8 keV.
bRelative intensities deduced from the total projection of the recoil-g-g matrix, as well as from coincidence
projections after appropriate normalization.~See the text for details.!
cAngular anisotropy coefficients.~See the text for details.!
dContaminated with the stronger 396.6 keV line in178Hg @5#.
n
f

in

d to
levels. Indeed, the inter-bandJ→J11 transitions are ob-
served to be strongly favored over the competingJ→J21
decays, despite the fact that the larger energy differe
should favor the latter. This observation can be accounted
04432
ce
or

if the transitions are ofE1 character, as will be discussed
detail in Sec. IV A 2, but are harder to understand if aM1
character is assumed. Hence, negative parity is assigne
band 2.
3-5
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3. Band 3

This band is observed for the first time in the pres
work, although the 1809.9 keV level and the correspond
1044.8 keV depopulating transition were reported in R
@27#. Spins are assigned tentatively, based on population
tensity arguments. For example, the ratio of 0.48~9! between
the intensities of the 377.1 keVg ray ~band 3! and the 396.7
keV transition~band 2! would suggest that the spin of th
2495.8 keV level is at least one unit less than that of 1\
assigned to the 2534.4 keV level. The nonobservation
transitions from the first three in-band levels to the 41, 61,
and 81 members of the ground state band~e.g., 6→41, 8
→61, and 10→81) favors negative parity for band 3. Also
the proposed assignments are consistent with the system
features of neighboring even-even Os and Pt isotopes@9,14#.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Structure of the negative parity bands

Negative parity bands have been observed in a numbe
neighboring even-even Os and Pt isotopes. Their config
tions, however, are still the subject of frequent discussio
Dracouliset al. @9# and de Voigtet al. @14# interpreted the
bands in 176,178,180Os and 180Pt as single-phonon octupol
vibrations at low spin crossed by two-quasiparticle exc
tions at higher angular momentum. A similar interpretati
has been invoked by Cederwallet al. @12# in their study of
176Pt. On the other hand, Popescuet al. @15# and Lieder
et al. @10# proposed a pure two-quasiparticle assignment
the negative parity structures in182Pt and 180Os, respec-
tively. In their recent work Soramelet al. @13# suggested tha
the negative parity band in178Pt, labeled in the present wor
as band 2, has a decoupled two-quasiparticleph9/2 configu-
ration with an admixture of octupole vibrations of unspe
fied magnitude.

In a deformed nucleus, the structure of vibrational exc
tions is microscopically viewed as a superposition of a la

FIG. 3. Summed, background-subtractedg-ray coincidence
spectra from the recoil-g-g matrix produced by gating on trans
tions in band 1~a! and band 2~b!.
04432
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number of two-quasiparticle excitations. In general, the2

octupole phonon splits into states withKp502, 12, 22, and
32, each having a well defined rotational band asssocia
with it. The bands, however, are usually highly perturb
owing to the strong Coriolis interaction@33#. As shown be-
low, the properties of the negative parity bands in178Pt, such
as the excitation energy of the in-band levels, the strengt
the interbandE1 transitions and the measured alignmen
are found to closely resemble those seen in the isotone176Os
@9#, where octupole vibrations were invoked at low sp
Hence, this systematic behavior provides additional supp
for an interpretation of the178Pt level scheme along the sam
lines.

1. Excitation energies

Figure 4~a! presents the excitation energies of the 52

through 92 members of the side-bands seen in several ev
even Pt and Os nuclei. The small variations withN and Z
seen in the figure argue against a pure two-quasipar
character for these structures, thus supporting their asso
tion with octupole vibrations. In order to predict which in
trinsic configurations are involved in178Pt, calculations of
the energies of the lowest two-quasiparticle states were
ried out using the approach outlined in Ref.@34#. The proce-
dure employs the single-particle energies from the Nilss
model with deformation parameters of («2 , «4)
5(0.233,0.013)@35# and the so-called ‘‘standard’’ set of po
tential parameters@36#. The pairing correlations were take
into account within the Lipkin-Nogami formalism, following
the prescription of Nazarewiczet al. @37#, and include the

FIG. 4. Excitation energies for the 52, 72, and 92 levels ~a!
and B(E1)/B(E2) ratios for selected transitions~b! in 178Pt and
neighboring even-even Os@9# and Pt@14,15# isotopes.
3-6
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TABLE III. Calculated excitation energies for low-lying negative-parity, two-quasiparticle configurat
in 178Pt.

Configurationa K2
p b E2

qp (keV)c K1
p b E1

qp (keV)c

p2 n2

D j 5D l 53\

(1Õ2À,1Õ2¿) 02 2886 12 2486

(1Õ2À8,1Õ2¿) 02 2784 12 3184

(1Õ2À,3/21) 12 2337 22 2737

(1Õ2À8,3/21) 12 3034 22 2634

(3Õ2À,3/21) 02 2730 32 3130
(1Õ2À,1/21) 02 2848 12 2448

(1Õ2À8,1/21) 02 2747 12 3147

(5/21,9/22) 22 2691 72 3091
(5/22,5Õ2¿) 02 1799 52 2151
(5/22,7Õ2¿) 12 1574 62 1960
(5/22,9Õ2¿) 22 2820 72 3188

others
(1Õ2À, 5/21) 22 2592 32 2192

(1Õ2À8,5/21) 22 2343 32 2743

(7/22,7Õ2¿) 02 2201 72 2015
(7/22,5Õ2¿) 12 2268 62 2082
(7/22,9Õ2¿) 12 3740 82 3284
(1/22,7Õ2¿) 32 2063 42 1635
(1/22,5Õ2¿) 22 2031 32 1931

aProtons ~p!: 1Õ2À: 1/22@541#(h9/2), 3Õ2À: 3/22@532#(h9/2), 1Õ2À8: 1/22@530#( f 7/2), 9/22:
9/22@514#(h11/2), 1/21: 1/21@400#(s1/2), 3/21: 3/21@402#(d3/2), 1Õ2¿: 1/21@660#( i 13/2); neutrons~n!:
1/22: 1/22@521#(p3/2), 5/22: 5/22@512#( f 7/2), 7/22: 7/22@514#(h9/2), 5Õ2¿: 5/21@642#( i 13/2), 7Õ2¿:
7/21@633# ( i 13/2); 9Õ2¿: 9/21@624# ( i 13/2).
bK65uVp1(n1)6Vp2(n2)u. The expected energetically favored states are underlined.
cDue to the rapid downslope of theh9/2, f 7/2, andi 13/2 proton orbitals as deformation increases, the excitat
energy of configurations which involve these structures are strongly deformation dependent.
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effects of blocking. A model space of 3 oscillator shells (N
54, 5, and 6! with 64 levels, for both the neutrons (n) and
protons (p), was used with fixed monopole pairing strengt
of Gn520.0/A MeV and Gp520.8/A MeV. In order to
avoid some of the pitfalls introduced by the choice of t
potential and deformation parameters, the single-particle
ergies for neutron and proton levels close to the Fermi s
faces were adjusted so that the observed one-quasipa
band-head energies in177Pt (N599) @23# and 179Ir (Z
577) @38# are reproduced. High-j , V51/2 orbitals are lo-
cated near the proton Fermi surface in179Ir. As a result, the
excitation energies of theI 51/2 levels are not well defined
because of the large decoupling parameter for these orb
and the strong Coriolis interaction. Hence, the single-part
energy for the 1/22@541#(h9/2) and 1/22@530# ( f 7/2) proton
orbitals were adjusted according to the particle-rotor mo
~PRM! predictions of Ref.@38#. A similar approach was use
to account for the single-particle energy of thep1/21@660#
( i 13/2) level. It should be pointed out that, due to the limit
available experimental information on one-quasiparticle
citation energies, only a few levels were adjusted. In all ot
instances, the values given by the Nilsson model w
adopted. Furthermore, the one-quasineutron energies
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not corrected for the rotational contribution to the band-he
energy (Erot5\2K/2F, whereF is the moment of inertia!
and for the Coriolis energy shift. These corrections were a
omitted for the predicted energies of the two-quasiparti
states in178Pt.

For a given two-quasiparticle configuration, the residu
nucleon-nucleon interactions give rise to a doublet withK6

5uVp1(n1)6Vp2(n2)u. According to the Gallagher-

Moszkowski coupling rule@39#, the triplet state~parallel in-
trinsic spins! lies higher in energy compared to the sing
state ~antiparallel intrinsic spins!. The calculated two-
quasiparticle excitation energies in178Pt were subsequently
corrected for the effect of orbital-dependent residu
nucleon-nucleon interactions, in a way similar to that d
scribed in Ref.@40#. The results of the calculations are pr
sented in Table III.

The enhancement of octupole correlations at low spin
generally correlated with the presence of pairs of orbit
with D j 5D l 53\ near the Fermi surface~see, for example,
Ref. @41#, and references therein!. Several combinations o
such orbitals are located near both the proton and neu
Fermi levels in178Pt. The predicted negative-parity configu
3-7
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TABLE IV. ExperimentalB(E1Ji→Jf)/B(E2Ji→Ji22) ratios andB(E1Ji→Jf) values.

Ji
p (\) Jf

p (\) B(E1Ji→Jf)/B(E2Ji→Ji22)(1027b21) B(E1Ji→Jf)(1025 W.u.!a

72 81 9.2~20! 5.7~14!

61 0.38~11! 0.24~7!

82 81 5.5~12! 3.5~8!

92 101 13.6~29! 8.8~21!

102 101 2.1~9! 1.4~6!

aDeduced from the experimentalB(E1)/B(E2) ratios and theoreticalB(E2) values.~See the text for de-
tails.!
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As
rations which involve such structures are given at the be
ning of Table III. According to the calculations, the lowe
energy negative parity structures will be built upo
the n2(5/22@512#,7/21@633#)K512, and n2(5/22@512#,
5/21@642#)K502 configurations.„Note, that the latter con
figuration includes the 5/21@642# ( i 13/2) neutron which is
not observed as a one-quasiparticle state in the chain
neighboring odd-mass Pt isotopes and, therefore, the ex
tion energy for configurations involving this orbital shou
be regarded as more uncertain.… As can be seen from Tabl
III, there are also many competingKp502 and 12p2 con-
figurations which include the intruder 1/21@660# ( i 13/2),
1/22@541# (h9/2), and 1/22@530# ( f 7/2) orbitals. Although
they are predicted to be located at somewhat higher ex
tion energy, they can mix with then2 configurations. From
these considerations, it should then come as no surprise
octupole correlations play a role in the low-spin, low-ener
spectrum of 178Pt and a microscopic description of th
octupole phonon would presumably contain combinatio
of the various two-quasiparticle configurations given
Table III. Furthermore, it should be also added that the str
ture of the negative parity bands in178Pt will differ from
that proposed for the heavier W and Os nuclei, wh
higher-K n2 (7/22@503#,11/21@615#)K522,n2(5/22@512#,
9/21@624#)K522,p2(5/21@402#,9/22@514#)K522, and
p2(5/21@402#,11/22@505#)K532 configurations are ex
pected to dominate@9,33#.

2. E1 transition probabilities

The interbandE1 decays exhibit properties associat
with octupole vibrational structures, as detailed in Re
@9,14#, namely,~i! the J→J11 transitions are favored ove
the competingJ→J21 branches, despite the larger ener
for the latter;~ii ! the strength of transitions depopulating o
spin states is larger than those depopulating the even-
levels. TheB(E1)/B(E2) ratios derived from theg-ray
branching intensities are presented in Table IV and are
plotted in Fig. 4~b!, together with values obtained for neigh
boring Os@9# and Pt@14,15# isotopes. The absoluteB(E1)
values, deduced from the experimentalB(E1)/B(E2) ratios
assuming calculatedB(E2) probabilities@42# obtained with
a value ofQ056.4(3)e b @28# for the quadrupole momen
are also given in Table IV. Taking the decays from the2

state as an example, theB(E1)/B(E2) ratio for theJ→J
11 transition to the 81 member of the ground state band
9.2(20)31027 b21 which is similar in strength to that fo
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the equivalent decay in the isotone176Os @9#. The absolute
B(E1) value of 5.7(14)31025 W.u. is close to the range
expected for an allowedE1 transition@43#, thus suggesting
that K50 or 1 components dominate the wave functions
this state. This is in agreement with the predictions given
Sec. IV A 1. The corresponding values for theJ→J21
branches are significantly suppressed, presumably du
phase differences arising for transitions withDK50 and 1
@9#. The inter-bandE1 branches from the 81 and 101 levels
are found to be up to six times weaker compared to thJ
→J11 decays from the neighboring odd-spin states. S
an anomaly can be partially attributed to the contribution
only DK51 components in the former transitions.~Note that
for the excitedKp502 band the Clebsh-Gordon coefficien
vanish forDK50, J→J transitions.!

As can be seen from Fig. 4~b!, there is a systematic de
crease in the strength of theE1 J→J11 interband transi-
tions for the heavier Pt and Os isotopes, thus indicating
changes in the structure of the lowest energy configurati
have occurred. In fact, as the neutron number increases
Fermi level shifts towards the 9/21@624# and 11/21@615#
orbitals, so that then2(5/22@512#,9/21@624#)K522, and
n2(5/22@512#,11/21@615#)K532 configurations will be low
in energy. Hence, there will be significantK52 and 3 ad-
mixtures in the wave function of the negative parity leve
which do not contribute to the allowed dipole decay.

3. Alignments

Figure 5 presents the alignment,i, as a function of the
rotational frequency\v for structures in178Pt and176Os@9#.
At low frequencies, the agreement between the two isoto
is remarkable, confirming the similarity in the associat
configurations. In both nuclei, the ground state band exhi
a crossing around\v;0.32 MeV with a gain in alignment
of ;5\. In this mass region, this can be attributed to t
alignment of a pair ofi 13/2 neutrons@44#. The alignment
gains at low frequency of approximately 2\ for bands 2 and
3 are consistent with the contributions expected from an
tupole phonon. Band 2 begins to upbend at\v
;0.28 MeV, i.e., at a somewhat lower frequency than se
in the band 1. As suggested by Vogel@45#, this behavior can
be understood as a crossing of the octupole band with
excited two-quasiparticle structure. A similar interpretati
has been invoked for the neighboring Os@9# and Hg @5,6#
nuclei, where analogous crossings have been reported.
issue then is the structure of the two-quasiparticle band.
3-8
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can be seen from Table III, then2(5/22@512#,
7/21@633#)K512 configuration is predicted to be lowest
excitation energy and, therefore, appears to be the m
likely candidate. Alternatively, the two-quasiparticle ba
could be associated with a pair of 1/22@541# (h9/2) and
1/21@660# ( i 13/2) proton orbitals. In fact, this configuratio
has been proposed to account for the high-spin structure
178Hg @5# and 180Hg @6#. However, with two protons les
than in the Hg isotopes, the178Pt proton Fermi level is lo-
cated well below these orbitals, and therefore, their part
pation in such a crossing is less likely. In addition, thep2

configuration would also be expected to be associated w
more deformed shape due to the deformation driving effe
of the protonh9/2 and i 13/2 intruder orbitals. Thus, while the
p2 structure cannot be ruled out, then2 assignment is pre
ferred. Measurements of the in-band transitional quadrup
moment would clearly help to explore the issue further.

B. The influence of pairing on thea-decay reduced width

An important observable in thea decay is the reduced
width d2 which is defined as the ratio of thea-decay transi-

FIG. 5. Aligned angular momenta for the bands in178Pt ~filed
symbols! and 176Os ~open symbols! @9#. Reference parameters o
F0526 MeV21\2 andF15121 MeV23\4 have been used for al
bands.
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Table V and Fig. 6~b! show thed2 values deduced for sev
eral deformed Pt nuclei using the formalism of Rasmus
@48#. The corresponding hindrance factors,Fa , @49# for the
odd-A isotopes are also tabulated. The quoted errors w
determined by taking 1s limits on the measureda-decay
energies, branching ratios and half-lives. It should be no
that Table V presents results only for nuclei where seve
measurements exist so that the systematic errors are gr
reduced.

The d2 values for the odd-A Pt isotopes are found to b
approximately a factor of 2 smaller than those of the ev
even neighbors. Although a similar behavior has also b
noted in Ref.@50#, a detailed explanation for this feature wa
not given. Such a trend is attributed here to differences in
pairing correlations between the even-even and odd-A iso-
topes. In general, the occupation of a given single-part
level near the Fermi surface in the odd isotope leads t

FIG. 6. ~a! Calculated Lipkin-Nogami pairing gap paramet
DLN for selected even-even and odd-A Pt isotopes.~b! Experimental
~filled symbols! and calculated~open symbols! a-decay reduced
widths for several Pt isotopes. The calculatedd2 values were de-
duced from the predictedFa values and the experimental data f
the reduced widths of the even-even neighboring nuclei~see the text
for details!.
rs for
TABLE V. Energies, intensities, decay branches, half-lives, reduced widths and hindrance facto
deformed Platinuma emitters.

Nucleus Ea I a ba T1/2,a Ref. d2 Fa

~keV! ~%! ~%! ~s! ~keV! Expt. Calc.

173Pt 6225~9! 100 83~14! 0.376~11! @46# 53214
116 1.920.6

10.7 1.4
174Pt 6042~5! 98.2~18! 75~8! 0.89~2! @22# 101219

121

175Pt 5960~3! 85~8! 56~5! 2.4~3! @46,47# 50214
120 2.220.8

11.1 1.5
176Pt 5753~3! 99.74~13! 40~3! 6.3~5! @22# 118220

124

177Pt 5517~4! 88.5~7! 5.6~4! 11~1! @47# 94218
127 1.520.4

10.6 1.9
178Pt 5447~4! 96.5~29! 7.46~28!a 20~1! present 155220

117

179Pt 5194~10! 100 0.24~3! 21.2~4! @47# 89215
119 1.7~4! 1.7

aWeighted average of the values given in Refs.@29,30#.
3-9
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F. G. KONDEV et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 61 044323
reduction of the superfluidity, which is usually referred to
a blocking effect. It has been shown by Soloviev@49# that
the stronger pairing in the even-even isotopes leads
larger probability for the formation of ana particle inside
the nucleus, since many levels near the Fermi surface
ticipate in such a process. These predictions were suppo
by the observations ofFa;1.2–3.0 for favoreda decays in
deformed odd-A nuclei in theA5230–250 region@49#. In
order to quantify the effect of reduced pairing for the od
mass Pt isotopes, blocking calculations were performed
ing the expression given in Ref.@49#:

Fa~a1!5
1

2

F(
i

j i~N!G2

1F(
i

j i~N12!G2

F (
iÞa1

j i~N11,a1!G2 , ~2!

where

j i~N!5ui~N22!v i~N!)
j Þ i

@uj~N22!uj~N!

1v j~N22!v j~N!#, ~3!

and ui and v i are the occupation coefficients, anda1 is the
blocked level. In the calculation procedure, the sing
particle energies were derived from the Nilsson model w
deformation parameters taken from Ref.@35#. The pairing
correlations were treated using the Lipkin-Nogami presc
tion, and included the effect of blocking, as discussed in S
IV A 1. The ui andv i coefficients were renormalized accor
ing to the expression given in Refs.@51,52#. The calculated
neutron Lipkin-Nogami pairing gapsDLN5D1l2, whereD
is the self-consistently determined pairing gap andl2 is an
additional Lagrange multiplier, are shown for comparison
Fig. 6~a!. Calculations predict about 10% differences in t
neutron gap between the even-even and odd-even isoto
The decrease ofDLN with neutron number can be attribute
to the G;1/A dependence of the pairing strength and
presence of aN598 subshell gap atb2;0.25 which affects
the density of single-particle levels near the Fermi surfa
The results for the hindrance factors are presented in the
column of Table V and in Fig. 6~b!. As can be seen, th
calculated values show a satisfactory agreement with the
perimental data. Importantly, they confirm the substantial
crease of thea-decay reduced width in the odd-A isotopes,
due to the effect of blocking. It is also worth noting that t
experimentald2 values for the even-even and the odd-A iso-
topes vary from nucleus to nucleus. This is an indication t
an

R
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other factors, such as deformation and/or configurat
changes, for example, play an important role in thea-decay
process. Since the neutron-deficient Pt and Os isotopes
lie at the boundaries of a region where changes towa
spherical~or slightly oblate! shapes are predicted@35#, one
might expect that the effect of blocking on thea decay re-
duced widths would be less pronounced for the ligh
masses because of the reduction in the density of sin
particle states near the Fermi surface.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An extended level scheme for178Pt was obtained by com
bining the selectivity of the FMA with the high detectio
efficiency and resolving power of the Gammasphereg-ray
spectrometer. The ground state band was observed be
the first crossing which is attributed to the alignment of
pair of i 13/2 neutrons. The previously known excited ban
was firmly assigned odd-spin and negative parity, and w
considerably extended in spin. A new negative parity ba
was observed for the first time. The configurations of the
structures were interpreted as octupole vibrations at low s
which are crossed at higher frequency by two-quasipart
excitations. The latter are most likely neutron excitatio
The large reduction of thea-decay reduced width for the
odd-mass Pt isotopes is explained through the weakenin
neutron pairing due to the blocking effect. Such a behavio
reproduced by blocked Nilsson-Lipkin-Nogami calculation
More precise data ona-decay energies, half-lives an
branching ratios are required, however, in order to inve
gate this trend in detail in the more neutron deficient Pt i
topes. A study of neighboring odd-Z nuclei would also be
particularly interesting as it may elucidate the role played
the proton pairing on thea-decay reduced widths.
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